
 
REPORT: Opening YDL fixture ends in another victory! 
 
YDL Southern Premier 2, Lower Age Group (U13/U15) 
Match 1 - Palmer Park, 22nd April 2017 
 
Boys Report by Charlotte Webb 
 
Perfect first match for Reading’s Youngsters- with 11 U13 PBs, 17 U15 PBs and a convincing 
home win, probably the best way you could start a season. It was great to see so many athletes 
attending and giving it their best throughout the day.

  
 

Field:  
The day kicked off with a double win in the boy’s hammer. Jamie Bonella-Duke won the A string                  
with his final throw of 43.98m, sum 8ms clear of the 2nd place competitor. The B string was won                   
with a personal best performance of 22.32m for Sam Keys. Jamie B-D went on to PB in the                  
discus with 28.93m for 3rd, and 9.88m for a win in the shot.  
 



Charlie Maculan made a strong debut for Reading in the A string shot throwing a personal best                 
of 10.19m for gold. Also in the shot, U13s Hugo Domingos and Noah Barrows competed well                
despite having to come directly from other events.  
 
Reading dominated the javelin event winning all four strings and all the boys throwing personal               
best performances. U13 Hugo Domingos- 31.14m and James Maloney 21.07m, U15 Tom            
Anderson 32.42m and Alex Macwaters 30.47m. In the Long Jump Reuben Jones jumped well              
with a personal best of 4.15m in the A string with Matthew Rawles jumping 3.83m in the B.  
U15 boys Louis Schofield and Harry Daisley both jumped massive personal bests for silver in               
both strings. They jumped 5.50m and 5.24m respectively. Schofield went on the gain another              
best performance in the High jump of 1.55m for second, with team mate Joseph Cox also                
jumping a new best of 1.65m for silver in the A. Sammy Ball cleared 1.45m and won the events                   
on countback in the u13 section with team mate Matthew Rawles clearing 1.25m for joint               
second.  
 
The second PB and second win of the day came for Sam Keys in the pole-vault with a new                   
clearance of 2.60m. Our A String Jumper Toby Irving equalled his best of 2.80m for second                
place.

 
Track: 

The track started strongly with three ‘top 3’        
finishes in the sprint hurdles.  
 
Sammy Ball’s PB of 12.3 seconds now places        
him joint UK number 1, with PBs also for Tyler          
Coultress who went sub 15 for the first time,         
and Joseph Cox.  
 
The next race on the track was the 200m,         
Sammy Ball once again ran a PB of 25.9s-         
another UK number 1 ranking!  

 
Louis Hutching ran well in the B-string for 3rd. The U15 boys both ran strongly with Same                 
Elwood breaking the 24s barrier for the first time with a personal best performance of 23.7, he                 
also broke the 12s barrier in the 100m later on in the afternoon with a time of 11.9. Gabriel                   
Issacs ran well in his first u15 race finishing only 0.1 off his best.  
 
Also in the 100m Jacob Issacs (u13, 14.2) and O’shillou Johnson (u15, 11.9) ran well to smash                 
the previous bests. In the non-scoring races that followed all the boys ran strongly, U15s Jahari                
Nneke (12.7pb) and Harrison Lynch (12.6) U13’s Reuben Jones (14.7 pb) and Hal Rust- D’eye               
(15.2)  
 



The 300m and 800m races where dominated by Reading boys with 5 out of 6 races being won.                  
It started with Tom Anderson winning the A string race in what was only his 300m race ever.                  
Tom Rickards then won his races over both distances running near to his best and Reuben                
Henry-Daire ran a season’s best to win the 800m.  
 
Aiden Marshall ran an amazing race in the U13 A string, going fast from the gun and taking 9                   
seconds off his previous best. Hal Rust-D’eye followed suite and ran strongly in the U13 800m B                 
string, finishing 3rd and taking 4 seconds off of his previous best despite being in the lower year                  
of the age group.  
The top 3 non-scoring athletes were also from Reading with all of them running best times,                
Adam Tivey U13- 2.47.0, Pascal Giret U13- 2.50.8 and Oliver Moor U15- 2.22.6. 1500m saw               
Fraser Bradshaw and George Urwin-Mann make their debut to the league in the U13 category               
with both boys running personal bests. In the U15 group older brother Leon Bradshaw also ran                
a strong race to take 3 seconds off his previous best and finish 2nd, with Mattie Raynor winning                  
the B string.  
 
The 4x100m saw a 2nd (U15- Elwood, Anderson, Johnson and Lynch 47.9s) and 3rd place               
(U13 Hutching, Rust-D’eye, Rawles and Issacs) for the boys, with everyone running strongly.  
 
The relay highlight came in the 4x300m, With Rickards, Bradshaw and Henry-Daire teaming up              
with Jahari Nneke. The boys led from the outset and went on to finish 5 seconds clear of the                   
2nd place team. It took 20 seconds off their best recorded time for last year! 

       Charlotte 
 

 
 

 
Girls report to follow... 


